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Enjoy Flowers Wedding

All of our wedding flower packages arrive freshly cut and fully 
arranged, ready for your special day, from beginning to end. Our 

lead designer has 15+ years of experience working with luxury 
brands and can guarantee the elegance and charm you want. 
Our hand-crafted designs feature premium flower varieties 

including garden roses, callas and hydrangeas delivered straight 
from our farms in South America.

Every package is priced to work within your budget and 
wedding size. We include everything you need from your 

bridal and bridesmaids bouquets, gorgeous centerpieces to 
boutonnieres, corsages, and loose stems. They are curated, 

convenient, and affordable – giving you the peace of mind to 
enjoy every moment of your special day! 

Our collections are available all year round and each package 
includes David Austin® Garden Roses, a stunning rose variety 

with superb fragrance, delicacy and charm.

Why Choose Enjoy Flowers 
for Your Wedding Day
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Enjoy Flowers Wedding

This whimsical collection of soft 
lavenders, pale pinks and muted greens 
brings play and elegance to any wedding 
day! Tranquil colors, calming qualities 
and beautiful elements of nature, make 
this the perfect collection for vineyard, 
outdoor or garden weddings. Lilah 
arrangements include unique, natural 
varieties such as succulents, veronicas, 
snap dragons, eucalyptus, playful disbuds 
and lovely, loose garden roses.

Lilah
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Lovely Lilac for Whimsical Couples
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Lovely Lilac for the 
Whimsical Couple

Filled with lilac, pale pink and soft green, this 
lovely bouquet of succulents, snap dragons, 
eucalyptus, garden roses and more, brings 
play and elegance to any wedding day!

Bridal Bouquet

Flower girl bouquet

CorsageWrist Corsage

Bridesmaid
Bouquet

Centerpiece

Loose Stems

You can customize the color of your ribbon 
at no added cost, choose from: ivory, light 
gray, lavender or jute string.
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Ribbon:
Lavender

*Vases are not included in our packages

Boutonniere
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Bridesmaids Bouquets

BoutonnièreCorsage

Cake Flowers

Bridal Bouquet Centerpiece Pre-arranged

Aisle MarkerWrist Corsage

Garland
*This arch reflects the colors of our Blushing 
Love Collection, but is available with the color 
palette of our Flame Collection too!

Centerpiece DIY
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Floral Arch*Floral Arch*
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This passionate pink collection with a 
touch of red and peach brings the colors 
of love to a summer wedding or vintage-
themed event. The arrangements feature 
garden roses, roses, charmelia, dusty 
miller and eucalyptus. Couples who want 
to infuse elements of warmth, charm, 
passion and joy will be drawn to this 
vibrant collection. 

Flame
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Passion | Joy | Romance
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Passionate Pink for 
Now and Forever
Showcases shades of pink with hints of 
peach and red. This colorful collection 
could add charm to your special day.

Bridal BouquetBoutonnière

Corsage

Bridesmaid Bouquets

Centerpiece

Loose Stems
You can customize the color of your ribbon 
at no added cost, choose from: ivory, light 
gray and jute string.
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Ribbon:
Light gray

*Vases are not included in our packages
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Bridesmaids Bouquets

BoutonnièreCorsage

Cake Flowers

Bridal Bouquet Centerpiece Pre-arranged

Aisle MarkerWrist Corsage

Garland
*This arch reflects the colors of our Blushing 
Love Collection, but is available with the color 
palette of our Flame Collection too!

Centerpiece DIY
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Floral Arch*Floral Arch*



Enjoy Flowers Wedding

This sophisticated blue and white 
collection brings a fresh and breezy look 
to a spring wedding or seaside celebration. 
The arrangements feature with blue 
hydrangeas, garden roses, roses, dusty 
miller and eucalyptus. Couples ready to 
highlight hope for a happy and united 
family will be drawn to this collection.

Seaside
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Loyalty | Serenity | Wisdom
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Beautiful Blue for a 
Love That’s True

Is breezy featuring shades of white and 
blue. These gorgeous flowers complement 
so many different styles and add a sense of 

freshness to your decor.

Bridal Bouquet

Boutonnière

Corsage

Bridesmaid Bouquets

Centerpiece

Loose Stems

You can customize the color of your ribbon 
at no added cost, choose from: ivory, light 

gray and jute string.
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Ribbon: Ivory

*Vases are not included in our packages
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BoutonnièreCorsage

Bridesmaids BouquetsBridal Bouquet Centerpiece Pre-arranged

Aisle MarkerWrist Corsage

Centerpiece DIY

Cake Flowers Garland *This arch reflects the colors of our Blushing 
Love Collection, but is available with the color 
palette of our Seaside Collection too!

Floral Arch*Floral Arch*
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This pure white collection is a classic and 
romantic choice for a winter celebration 
or a wedding with a timeless feel. The 
arrangements feature garden roses, 
roses, spray roses, callas, hydrangeas, 
baby blue eucalyptus and dollar 
eucalyptus. Couples who choose this 
collection exude sincerity, pureness of 
heart and lightness.
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Purity
Innocence | Purity
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Bridal Bouquet

Boutonnière

Corsage

Bridesmaid Bouquets
Centerpiece

Loose Stems

Pure White for a 
Touch of Heaven

Features an all-white bouquet - a truly 
elegant and romantic choice that’s perfect 

for any wedding or season.

You can customize the color of your ribbon 
at no added cost, choose from: ivory, light 

gray and jute string.
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Ribbon: Ivory

*Vases are not included in our packages
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Floral Arch* *This arch reflects the colors of our Blushing 
Love Collection, but is available with the color 
palette of our Purity Collection too!

BoutonnièreCorsage

Bridesmaids BouquetsBridal Bouquet Centerpiece Pre-arranged

Aisle MarkerWrist Corsage

Centerpiece DIY

Cake Flowers Garland Floral Arch*
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This elegant collection of pink and white 
delights in its softness and beauty! 
Bringing a gentle reminder of hope, 
peace and classic romance, it’s the 
perfect palette for any season. Blushing 
Love arrangements include fragrant 
garden roses, hydrangeas, calla lilies, and 
eucalyptus.
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Blushing Love
Romance | Bliss | Hope
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Bridal Bouquet

Boutonnière

Corsage

Bridesmaid Bouquets

Centerpiece

Loose Stems

Beautiful Blushes for 
Classic Romance

Beautiful blush mixed with fresh white 
makes this collection perfect for the blissful 

couple! These arrangements are joyful in 
color and sophisticated in style.

You can customize the color of your ribbon 
at no added cost, choose from: ivory, light 

gray and jute string.
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Ribbon: Ivory

*Vases are not included in our packages
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Floral Arch*

BoutonnièreCorsage

Bridesmaids Bouquets Centerpiece Pre-arranged

Aisle MarkerWrist Corsage

Centerpiece DIY

Cake Flowers Garland Floral Arch

Bridal Bouquet



Enjoy Flowers Wedding

This striking collection of burgundy 
and green wows with its depth and 
elegance! Exuding courage, sincerity 
and commitment, this palette is perfect 
for the bold bride. The Bordeaux 
arrangements include exotic flowers 
such as african proteas, velvet touch 
scabiosas, luminous peach garden roses & 
remarkable burgundy calla lilies.
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Bordeaux
Courage | Elegance | Strength
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Bridal Bouquet

Boutonnière

Corsage

Bridesmaid 
Bouquets

Centerpiece

Loose Stems

Breathtaking 
Burgundy for 

The Bold Bride
A striking mix of burgundy, peach and 

green, this collection is adored by bold 
couples! With African proteas and velvet 

scabiosas these arrangements pair a little 
wild with a lot of elegance.

You can customize the color of your ribbon 
at no added cost, choose from: ivory, light 

gray and jute string.
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Ribbon: Jute string

*Vases are not included in our packages
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Floral Arch*

BoutonnièreCorsage

Bridesmaids Bouquets Centerpiece Pre-arranged

Aisle MarkerWrist Corsage

Centerpiece DIY

Cake Flowers Garland

Bridal Bouquet

*This arch reflects the colors of our Blushing 
Love Collection, but is available with the color 
palette of our Bordeaux Collection too!
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Packages

Sizes and prices

Customizations

*Vases are not included in our packages. Shipping included. Sales Tax will be added where applicable.

Please keep in mind, these packages are general 
guidelines. We provide custom pricing based on 
exactly what you need. Contact us to get your 
pricing for the perfect floral package for your 

wedding day.

You can customize the color of your ribbon at 
no added cost. Customizations of color and flower 
variety are available for an additional charge. Pricing 

varies per order and customizations.  

Regular

Large

Extra Large

$350

$700

$1.000

$1.300

20 pieces

30 pieces

40 pieces

10 pieces

Medium
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Enjoy Flowers Wedding

How It
Works

Fill out our contact 
form here and tell 

us about your dream 
wedding. 

Fill out your pre-order 
form here and place 
your order 40 days 

before your wedding.
(Sample Page 18)

We’ll deliver your 
flowers 3-4 days 

before your big day.

We’ll get in touch to 
help you choose the 
best collection, size 
and discuss custom 

options. 
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Shipping Details
We will contact you the week before shipping to finalize any last 
minute details. We ship all of our orders via UPS directly from 
our farms in Colombia. If you are getting married on Friday, 
Saturday or Sunday, you will receive your flowers the Wednesday 
before your wedding. Otherwise, we´ll arrange to send you the 
flowers 3 to 4 days in advance of your wedding. Once we ship 
your flowers (usually 2 days before your delivery date), you will 
receive an e-mail with tracking information and approximate de-
livery time for your order.

100% Quality Guarantee 
If you have any problem when you receive your flowers, please 
call us and we will replace any damaged product with an overnight 
delivery. 

1

3

2

4



Enjoy Flowers Wedding

Bring your flowers inside 
and unpack them as 

soon as possible, this will 
guarantee their long-

lasting freshness.

Your flowers may arrive 
a bit thirsty due to their 
long journey. They may 

take 2-3 days to fully 
open.

Pull on the white lace 
ribbon to remove the 
flowers from the box. 

It’s natural that some of 
the outer petals might 

look bruised because of 
transport. You can ea-
sily fix this by removing 
them to reveal the fresh 
petals beneath. This is 

very common, especially 
with roses.

Make sure you have 
enough containers to 
hold all your flowers 
before you start to 
unpack them. It will 

also be helpful to have 
pruning shears on hand. 

Take a look at your 
flowers and call us if you 

see or notice any pro-
blem at delivery.

Fill your containers with 
2-3” of fresh water and 

add the flower food 
powder included in the 
box. Make sure the level 

is low enough so you 
can place them in the 
water and not get the 

ribbon wet or damaged.

Do this one bunch at 
a time, removing the 

flowers from their 
package and placing 
them directly into 
a container. Avoid 

handling them as much 
as possible. 

Avoid placing your 
flowers in direct sun-
light, wind or extreme 

temperatures. 60-70° is 
ideal for keeping your 

flowers fresh.

The easiest way to 
prepare each bunch of 

flowers is to use scissors 
to cut the rubber bands 

and tie downs before 
pulling the bunch out.

You may choose to leave 
the tags on so you can 

differentiate each bunch 
of flowers.
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A Few Tips to Get Your 
Flowers Ready
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Connect with our
wedding experts
weddings@enjoyflowers.com

View Frequently Asked Questions here
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WEDDING
How many
items do
you need?

Choose
Ribbon

Add ons /
Notes

Regular
$350

Medium
$700

Large
$1.000

Extra Large
$1.300

Choose
Collection Purity

Bridal Party Event Ceremony

Flame Seaside Bordeaux Blushing Love Lilah

Ivory Light gray Dusty blue Light pink Burgundy Jute string Lavender

Wedding Date

Where should we ship your flowers?

Address City ZIP Code State

Name Email

Pre-Order Final Order

Venue Place Address City ZIP Code State

Where is your wedding taking place?

Total Order $

Enjoy Flowers Use Only

Additional Cost $

Order Format

Boutonnière

Pin-on corsage

Wrist Corsage

Bridal Bouquet

Bridesmaid Bouquet

Flower Girl bouquet Garland DIY

Cake Flowers

Number of guest tables

Centerpiece Aisle/Bench Markers

Flower Arch DIY

DIY Pre-arranged
Chair Bench

Yes No
Yes No

Total
Pieces

Your
Package is

By completing form, and submitting payment, you agree to the terms and conditions applicable to this agreement
and will secure our floral services for your wedding or event.

https://enjoyflowershelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/categories/360000011492-Wedding
https://www.enjoyflowers.com/wedding-faq



